15 minutes with... Fred Hallahan
Who Founder and principal of Baltimore-based Hallahan Associates, a business planning
and marketing consulting firm serving the housing industry (including builders, manufacturers, landowners and financial providers) with special expertise in factory-built systems, in
particular modular homes.
Background Age 68, born and raised in Springfield, Mass. Grew up working in his father’s
retail lumber business. Earned B.A. in civil engineering in ‘59 from Syracuse University, followed by an MBA in ‘61 from University of Pennsylvania Wharton Graduate Division. After
a brief stint in the Army Reserve, worked several years (1962-66) for Stone & Webster (a
Boston area engineering firm specializing in power plant construction) before moving to
Booz-Allen & Hamilton, one of the largest management consultant firms in the U.S., his
work involving long term facilities studies for industries and hospitals (“researching market
demand 20 years in the future and planning capital expenditures.”) In ‘72, “when my
entrepreneurial spirit came to the fore,” returned to Springfield and became a homebuilder,
teaming with his brother (who had taken over the family business) to found Landgraf
Associates. Over the next 12 years, the company was highly successful acquiring land and
developing subdivisions (average 60 homes annually), becoming the largest homebuilder in
the greater Springfield area.
In 1982, when the New England economy tanked, he moved back into the corporate sector, joining Maryland-based Ryland Group (one of the Top 10 U.S. builders) to become
vice president of Ryland Modular Homes, a start-up division. In three years, the company
became the nation’s largest modular builder (2,200 homes annually), largely by selling into
urban and suburban markets. Despite this success, by ‘86 he’d determined “I just wasn’t a
corporate guy,” and left Ryland amicably to found Hallahan Associates. During the two
decades since, he has consulted for a substantial number of clients within the housing industry, in particular modular manufacturers, large and small, garnering a reputation as the
premier consultant in this market segment. Elsewhere, through the years he has volunteered
his expertise in hospital capital expenditure planning by serving as a trustee on hospitals in
Massachusetts and Maryland. He recently stepped down as board chairman of the Franklin
Square Hospital Center in Baltimore. He has two children, daughter Megahn and son
Derick, by his first wife Ann, whom he married in 1965 and who succumbed to breast cancer in 1995. He has since remarried to Jan, “a wonderful woman who has twin girls, Laura
and Lisa,” from her first marriage. The couple has six grandchildren “and working on a
seventh.”
You’ve just passed the 20-year mark as, among other credits, the housing industry’s go-to guru on all things modular. What
stands out most in your two decades work in this area? A lot of satisfaction for the services I provide, for one. I have as clients the
most progressive companies in modular housing, from small family operations to big publicly held companies. And despite its small
market share, about 2 percent nationally, modular housing continues to attract both practitioners in the building industry as well as
among the financial community: entrepreneurs and venture capitalists. The market’s fascination with modular housing continues to
amaze me.
Your thoughts on why modular housing hasn’t achieved a larger market share? Historically, there have been three restraints. The
first is design. For decades most factory housing, because it’s production driven, had plain vanilla designs. That’s good for production
but as you move into the reality of the marketplace, consumers want customization and the builders selling to them want home designs
that set them apart from their competition. This restraint is being lifted, for example, in the Northeast-Maryland through New England.
Manufacturers there can produce pretty darn close to a one-off product and still control production quality and be cost effective.
Second, cost effectiveness. Modular homes are not competitive in areas of the country where direct labor and material costs are still
low, large portions of the Sun Belt, for example, so growth there has been restrained. But as labor costs are escalating, especially on
the east and west coasts, cost effectiveness is shifting to favor factory fabrication. In an increasing number of states, modular home
sales are far greater than HUD home sales, because consumers and builders with high design requirements are discovering modulars
can deliver at significantly less cost than site-built homes. For example, modulars produced in low labor-cost areas like central
Pennsylvania and shipped to metro New York City become very attractive for builders who can save anywhere from 10-20 percent on
direct hard costs. In sum, it’s production in a low-cost area and consumption in a high-cost area that drives modular growth.
The third restraint has been marketing-and here my opinion has generated some controversy. I believe the best thing that’s recently
happened to the modular industry is the movement into modular housing by large and small HUD Code manufacturers. Historically,
modular manufacturers have seen their growth restrained by the lack of an extensive and diversified network of builder-customers who
in turn sell to consumers. But HUD companies having distribution networks already in place to market both HUD and modular homes
creates a major force in driving modular sales. Additionally, the HUD Code companies’ presence obliges traditional modular manufacturers to ratchet up their design and customization offerings to compete with site-builders. All in all, it’s a healthy and invigorating
competition that exists between HUD manufacturers and modular manufacturers to attract site-builders as customers.
What’s your assessment of the post-Katrina opportunities on the Gulf coast? There is a substantial window of opportunity on the
coast for customized modular housing. But there are major dynamics at play that are restraining the growth of housing of all types.
The financial and political infrastructure inertia is enormous. Will that inertia be overcome? Yes, but when and to what degree is up in
the air.
Any other predictions? The future growth of modular housing is tied to converting site-builders to modular housing. Show them the
price advantage and absolutely they will. Builders already acknowledge modular’s high quality that meets aesthetic, design and construction specs. Adding favorable cost parameters gives modulars greater opportunity to readily compete directly with site building.
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